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PERENNIAL
The Fake News Update is brought to you in part by Fresh New Looks!
Hey, I think it’s great when you try new things. Uh maybe you’ve got
a cinnamon colored friend and she got a haircut - which was decidedly
BOLD - but then she says, “you know what - maybe I can fix this up at
home - with different scissors of varying sharpnesses and perhaps even
a - I wanna say mousse, maybe a whole handful of meese - that she
applies directly to her head curtains and hey - bravely done! New
Looks! We can just go out at home!
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ANAHITA
Miss Miss Bang Bangs: cutting your own hair and the tragedies that can
follow. Last night at 11.
With all the news you never knew you needed and all the news you
needed to know, I’m Anahita Ardashir...
PERENNIAL
...And I’m Perennial Eschner. From the KLMNOP studios in a positive
spin on a bad situation: this is F.N.U. The Fake News Update.

ANAHITA
And now, today’s headlines. My headline is uneven.
PERENNIAL
Hey - you cut that out -

I did cut it out, Perennial!

ANAHITA
And look where it got me!

PERENNIAL
It’s an edgy look - uh you could be a Patty Smith ANAHITA
More like Patty May-o-naise.
PERENNIAL
Hey, don’t talk about my friend that way!
ANAHITA
There is nothing Doug FUNNY about this at-home haircut.
PERENNIAL
You need to Porkchop that attitude outta here!
ANAHITA
Like I chopped my hair?!
PERENNIAL
She’s catching me in puns like a bear trap!
ANAHITA
Like I caught my bangs PERENNIAL
Stop it!

Breaking news!

ANAHITA
Perennial, I can’t have the listeners see me like this -
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But Heeta, it’s Radio!

PERENNIAL
Cuba Gooding Junior!

ANAHITA
There’s nothing Cuba good about what I have done.
PERENNIAL
Anahita, are you ok?
ANAHITA
I will be.
PERENNIAL
Put those scizzies away!
ANAHITA
I will be beautiful again!!!
PERENNIAL
Anahita no!!! Gi - Give it - Give me those scissors! Anahita - no!
ANAHITA
Stay back!
PERENNIAL
You’re my friend!
ANAHITA
Join us every morning Monday through Thursday PERENNIAL
Heeta, quit it!
ANAHITA
for all the news you never knew you needed - [snip]
PERENNIAL
Your remaining hairs!
ANAHITA
and all the news you needed to know.
PERENNIAL
This is what friendship looks like, Heeta!
ANAHITA
Let go of me, Perennial -

PERENNIAL
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But I’m your friend! AHHH! You STABBED me!
ANAHITA
Oh my god.
PERENNIAL
Everything is going dark.
ANAHITA
What have I become?
PERENNIAL
P - Puddles? My childhood dog? C’mere, boy! C’mere!
For the very last time...from KLMNOP Thank you for listening to the
Fake News Update, and until next time...
I’ll be an angel!
ANAHITA
Kelly, bring some gauze in here!

PERENNIAL
The Wizard of Gauze...
ANAHITA
Stay with me, Perennial! Stay with me, stay with me! Oh, what would
Zach Braff do?!

